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â�¦â�¦ --æ��å��è¯�å�æ¯� Yeah, that would have been a little weird, seeing as this is the stuff
you post all the time anyway. Must have been one of the mods. ^ This always happens.

Usually when I go to bed. @mike1973 ^ Is it too late to find a different potato? Because I really
don't want to The whole sad thing is, you're probably more likely to get a set of testicles in a
box from the hall of fame than you would be a brain from somebody who thought they could
make good trades. Just because they do it doesn't mean the players don't make a bunch of
money. Thats why they got put in there. The simpson rule. And your catch phrase, "lucky

bastard", is really showing your age too, man. I mean, in this day in age, especially in the case
of hockey trades, it takes real scouts and real instincts. With the salary cap and the salary
limitations, a GM has to trade a guy, and a lot of times there are very few good options out

there, let alone a good deal. And to throw in a kid who hasn't even played a game yet into the
whole mess? You could probably trade him for ten million by now. It's literally like the 15th guy
on the ice most nights in the NHL. That is what happens when you just stop reading and start
snorting. At least when people were just saying, "man, what a crappy trade", you could finish
reading it and notice that the trade was actually pretty good. And your catch phrase, "lucky

bastard", is really showing your age too, man. I mean, in this day in age, especially in the case
of hockey trades, it takes real scouts and real instincts. With the salary cap and the salary
limitations, a GM has to trade a guy, and a lot of times there are very few good options out

there, let alone a good deal. And to throw in a kid who hasn't even played a game yet into the
whole mess? You could probably trade him for ten million by now. It's literally like the 15th guy
on the ice most nights in the NHL. That is what happens when you just stop reading and start
snorting. At least when people were just saying, "man, what a crappy trade", you could finish

reading it and notice that the trade was actually pretty good. You're old and bitter. I'm also not
bitter about the trade and if I didn't like the player, I'd be in no hurry to trade him. I'm just

showing you that sometimes, even with a dumpster full of garbage, there's still good stuff in
the trash if you look hard enough. You're old and bitter. I'm also not bitter about the trade and

if I didn't like the player, I'd be in no hurry to trade him.
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